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1.

Three Decades of Profound Change

Without a doubt, both the Amazon Basin and its indigenous inhabitants have undergone profound changes over the past three
decades. Unlike the changes brought about by earlier economic
booms, those of the past three decades were genuine transformations which have left new socio-economic and physical realities
as well as deep scars for the future. This time around, with
substantial funding from multi-lateral sources, the Amazon Basin,
in its enormity, was finally incorporated into the economic and
political spheres of the nation-states whose boundaries crosscut it.
Although population numbers and statistics are not very reliable
for any of the basin countries, they tel1 an important part of
the story. Recent estimates show that the population of
Amazonia2 tripled in the space of 30 years (1960: 9.675 million;
1990: 29.336 million) with annual population growth rates as high
as 6.42% (Butts and Bogue p 51). While the bulk of that population growth took place in urban areas, the rural areas were
deeply affected by the massive planned and spontaneous settlements of colonists, by the forest clearing for sprawling cattle
ranches, coca fields, African palm plantations, mining centers
and oil wells. Deforestation rates for the Carajas region of
Brazil jump from 0.9% in 1974 to 4.0% in 1980 (Hall, 1987, cited
in ibid, p 147). According to a recently published report based
on satellite data, deforestation in the Brazilian Amazon jumped
frorn 78,000 square kilometers in 1978 to 230,000 square
kilometers a decade later in 1988 (Skole and Tucker 1993).
1

Millennial Changes in One Generation: 1960-1990 But these
statistics tel1 only part of the story. Despite the enormous
upheaval caused by the rubber boom a half century earlier, in
1960, most of the indigenous population of the Basin lived within
Indigenous Amazonia
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the bounds of their traditional kin-based societies.
Their
social and economic activities were organized to take maximum

:

advantage of the enormous diversity of resources available in the
surrounding forests and savannahs for the purpose of satisfying
the local population's daily life needs and recreating the
society and culture for the next generation.
Those who had
contact with the region's market economy did so sporadically

The
patron used his dominance over a micro-region to put the local
indigenous population into his debt with "gifts" of cloth, salt,
kerosene, or gun powder to be paid off with the few forest
products which had some value on .the regional or international
markets.
through

one of the local patronas, r,elics of the rubber boom.

Except for the occasional mission boarding school, there was no
formal education. Very few spoke the colonial language. It
hadn't yet occurred to either the Indian peoples or to the
national governments that they were also citizens with the sarne
rights as other citizens guaranteed by national constitutions and
laws; even more remote was the idea that as indigenous peoples
they may have special group rights as aboriginal peoples.
Today, thirty years !ater, the contrasts couldn't be more
dramatic. Most of the patrones are gane. Almost all of
Amazonia's Indian people produce for and deal directly with the
market economy, be it through the sale of traditional products
such as brazil nuts and farifia, the sale of new products such as
coffee, cattle, and lumber, ar the sale of their labor. While
kinship is still the social glue which binds local settlements
together, each settlement member has established new kinds of
social relations either through his incorporation into the market
economy or into the structures of the state. Through the market
heis bound by relations based on commerce, labor and service
contracts; through the state structure by relations based on tax
Indigenous Amazonia
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collection,
Mission

property

boarding

rights,

schools

political

allegiance,

have been replaced

etc.

by the far-flung

state-sponsored community schools, often with bilingual teachers
from local communities.
The colonial language may now be in a
dominant position as native languages are relegated
matters of the home.
Not only do Amazonian Indians
and legal
achieved

rights

as ordinary

recognition

citizens,

for special

to intimate
enjoy civil

but they have also

group rights which have been

codified in the laws and the constitutions of most Amazon
countries.
The legal process of territorial recognition and
demarcation

which began in the late 1960's,

continues

today with

a surprising amount of collaboration from such international
giants as the World Bank and the European Economic Community.
Organization

and Territorial

In view of the massive
development

change

But the positive

made possible

through

which combined

a widespread

the talents

Today perhaps

the basin has formed

Strategies

state and private

and colonization,

is inevitable.

laborators.

Demands:

for Survival

investment

in Amazonian

for Indian peoples

side of these changes
organized

of Indian peoples

political

was and
has been
movement

and non-Indian

70% of the indigenous

some sort of a representative

inhabitants

colof

organization,

1

most likely an ethnic federation, linked to regional, national
and international networks of other similar organizations, all
clamoring for territorial rights and demarcation, rights to selfdetermination, and for an equitable and autonomous process of
local development. All of these changes, which happened slowly
over centuries for most of humanity, happened from one generation
to the next for indigenous Amazonians.
In response to this dramatic situation, in 1987 Oxfam America in
coordination with the COICA and its member groups undertook a
''macro-evaluation" of 15 programs aimed at securing and
Indigenous Amazonia
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1

defending

the territories

of indigenous

peoples

(Chirif,

Garcia,

Smith: 1991).
This study concluded that a key strategy for the
defense of secured territories is the careful and sustainable
While there is some awareness
development of those territory.
among the indigenous organizations of the importance of this
strategy, there has been very little positive experience
accumulated knowledge for putting it into action.
Building

Sustainable

Livelihoods

pressing

issue for indigenous

or

Yet this is an extremely

amazonians.

As the states move

forward in recognizing their property and territorial rights,
in demarcating and titling areas of common property for them,
central concern for indigenous amazonians has become their
economic future:
local communities
produce

the creation of a development model that allows
to satisfy their needs for both subsistence

and market

goods without

base or the bonds of social
their historical

and
the

sacrificing

solidarity

which

either

the resource

tie the group to

identity.

Our research brought to light many of the major issues that
indigenous amazonians have to face as they bring the market
economy into their communities.
Without doubt, building a
sustainable livelihood
begins with secure access to a wide
variety of resources found within a recognized and titled
territory.

That is the sina qua non; but that is only the first

step. Along with the right to and need for a secure territory
goes an obligation to manage and govern that territory well.
Access to resources within a demarcated territory raises the
question of who should own them, how tenancy and usufruct rights
should be defined, and how the interests of individuals, domestic
units and the collectivity which owns the territory can be
balanceei, especially within the broader socio-political marketoriented context which emphasizes the supremacy of the individual
in society. Resolution of these issues requires mechanisms for
Indigenous Amazonia
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governing the territory which allow the residents to resolve
conflicts, reach agreements, and enforce them.
During the past three decades, the resources available to local
settlements have been limited and enclosed within property
boundaries while settlements have grown in size'and become less
mobile. To safeguard a viable future for both subsistence and
market-oriented activities under these conditions, the inhabitants of each indigenous territory urgently needs to develop
a global plan for managing their common resources.
The major challenge, however, is bridging the cultural breach
between the indigenous amazonian economy and the market economy.
We encountered a contradiction of values leading to a confusion
within the moral order of indigenous societies actively
participating in the market economy. The most fÚndamental of
these is that between the indigenous economy's pressure on each
person to give away his wealth generously in order to enhance his
status, and the market economy's injunction to accumulate wealth
privately as a means to heighten personal status. Caught between
these two imperatives, members of modern indigenous communities
are often confused about how to best enhance their long term
personal interest and security: by accumulating personal wealth
or by strengthening the social bonds of mutual obligation and
care. This dilemma suggests that creating a new guiding ethic
for economic behavior is the greatest challenge for the
sustainable livelihood of indigenous amazonians today.

2.

Common Property and Territorial Rights

For indigenous amazonians, economic life has always stemmed from

the interaction of culture with the natural world. The
traditional indigenous economy is generated when a local kinIndigenous Amazonia
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based settlement (the basic economic unit of society) uses their
accumulated knowledge, strategies, tools, values and beliefs to
manage and to take ·maximum advantage of a diversity of resources
available

in their territory.

The economic future of indigenous amazonians remains intimately
linked to their secure access to the land, forest, animals,
water, and sub-soils of a territory·of sufficient size to permit
carrying out all subsistence activities plus new activities aimed
at the market

(Chirif

goal of every

indigenous

be obtaining

et al,

1992).

For that reason,

organization

recognition

has been and continues

as legal property

territories

of their member

sustainable

and dignified

communities

livelihoods

a primary
to

for the traditional

which will permit
for the local population.

Indigenous peoples' right to legal proprietorship of a territory
is now part of international law, codified in ILO Convention 169;
as such it is also public law for Peru, Bolívia which have
ratified the Convention.
Modern

Liberal

their colonial
reluctant
indigenous
center

States
legacy,

to recognize
populations.

of conflict

for many decades.

and Collective
the Amazonian
the collective

Property

the states

Because

of

states have been very
property

For that reason,

between

Rights

rights of their

this issue has been the

and indigenous

The level of conflict

has increased

amazonians
recently

as

the indigenous política! organizations developed the notion of
territoriality,
that is, that each indigenous people has a right

to a territorial base including all the resources found therein.
Despite the recognition of this concept at the international
level, with few exceptions, amazonian states have been even more
reluctant to recognize the concept of territory, arguing that
only the nation-state can have a territory.
ln the five countries covered by our research, Colombia and
Indigenous Amazonia
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Brazil have moved

the furthest

in granting

constitutional

recognition to territorial rights for indigenous amazonians.
ln
Brazil indigenous territories are often very extensive (87,295
hectares
research

in the case of the Rio Jordão Indian Area where our
took place); howevert Indian lands are still bound to a

quasi-tutorial
agency, FUNAI.
The Colombian

relationship

constitution

with the state through

recognizes

directly

its Indian

held common

property rights for its indigenous citizens;
generally in the
Amazon, these rights are exercised in the form of extensive
"resguardos", the largest of which is the ex-Predio Putumayo with
3 mjllion

hectares.

Furthermore.

the Constitution

legalizes

the

possibility that an indigenous territory can become an
administrative unit of the state, with its own budget and
decision

rnaking prerogatives.

Peru's 1974 Native Communities Law was the first in the Amazon to
recognize collective property rights for indigenous communities.
White

the law speaks of traditional

territories,

in practice,

the

state has recognized over one thousand "native communities"
ranging in size from a few hundred to tens of thousands of
hectares

with a total of around

common property.
the lower Urubamba

ln many areas
river basin,

ten million

hectares

like the Ampiyacu
the mosaic

titled as

river basin and

of contiguously

titled

cornmunities together with Communal Reserves and Conservation
Areas in fact create much larger territorial units with over one
million hectares in the lower Urubamba.
Today, the Peruvian
government has stopped issuing native community titles and is
actively discouraging the common property regime.
ln both Bolívia and Ecuador, it has been official policy for
decades to recognize indigenous property rights through the
Agrarian Reforrn and Colonization Laws which offer the possibility
Indigenous

Amazonia
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of small individual family parcels associated in community
groupings.
Only recently, under political pressure from
successful

actions

given partial

of civil disobedience,

recognition

to broader

have these two states

territorial

claims.

In

the 1990 "March for Territory and Dignity" resulted in

Bolivia,

Supreme Decrees recognizing the Multiethnic Territory { 355,000
hectares) and tghe Chimane Territory (392,000) in the Chimanes
Forest. The Ecuadorean government ·was pressured by the Indigenous
March organized by OPIP in 1994 to recognize officially as a
mosaic of indigenous territories almost two million hectares of
Pastaza Province.
Efforts must continue to secure territories for all indigenous
amazonians. At the sarne time, those groups whose traditional
'
territory has bee~ dismembered need to lay down plans for the
reconstitution of territorial units with sufficiént area and
resources to guarantee sustainable livelihoods for their members.
(Ibid.)
A Broad Spectrum of Property Regimes As a result of the
different laws, varying criteria used to define indigenous
property, and changing political climate, there is tremendous
variety in the property regimes governing indigenous amazonian
lands and resources today. This is evident in our case studies.
For example, in Guarayos, despite the historical existence of
mission boundaries which coincided roughly with the territorial
boundary of Guararo sub-groups (roughly 150,000 hectares per
mission), the Bolivian state, under the 1952 Agrarian Reform Law,
limited its legal recognition to one parcel (50 to 100 hectares)
for each Guarayo head-of-household registered at the time of
titling; excess lands ended up in the hands of non-Indian cattle
ranchers
3•

ln the Ampiyacu, the Peruvian government gave a common property
Indigenous Amazonia
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title to all members

of each of the 13 settlements,

"Na tive Communities",
titled

commonly

grouped

around a school.

areas range in size from Pucaurquillo

Huitoto

hectares to Brillo Nuevo with 5,381 hectares
among the 13 contiguously titled communities
(Benavides
majority

et al 1993).

which shares

These

with 1,987

for a total area
of 34.495 hectares

While each community

its origins

now called

has a large

in one of three common ethnic

groups (Bora, Huitoto, and Ocaina); there are also small
minorities of Andoke, Resígaro, Cocama, Orejón, Nonuya, and
mestizo

living among them (Gasche

ln our area of study between

1983).

the Caquetá

and Apaporis

rivers,

the

Colombian government ex\ended legal recognition to three
"resguardos", an andean territorial unit of colonial origin
recently

transferred

Río Miritiparaná
different
ethnic

to the Amazon.

and Comeyafu

settlements,

groups.

which

incorporate

with a surprisingly

For example,

occupies approximately
is relatively isolated

These are Yai-gojé

the community

Apaporis,

a total of 23

complex mixture

of

of Centro Oiyaca which

72,500 hectares of the Resguardo Yai-gojé
and homogeneous; of the total population

of 80 persons (12 families)in 1992, 85% were Letuama; the others
were from 4 other ethnic groups.
On the other hand, the
community of Parcialidad Yukuna (32,250 hectares) of the
Resguardo

Comeyafu

claim origins

3.

had 33 families

in 16 different

Sorting Out the Economic

(174 persons)

ethnic

groups

in 1992,

who

(Pefia et al 1993).

Issues

A secure territory alone will not necessarily produce a
sustainable livelihood for its inhabitants.
As our study has
shown, there are a ·nurnber of very cornplex issues and dilemmas
regarding economy, society, and culture which need to be

Indigenous Amazonia
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addressed as well. We have learned through our research that we
need to ask not only what is an indigenous economy within the
amazonia, but also what is it for? Viewed from an Anglo-American
perspective, the purpose of the market economy is to raise the
individual consumer's standard of living, that is, to allow each
member of society to accumulate and enjoy more material wealth
(Fallows 1994). However,
the indigenous amazonian economy,
:,·l
originating in a civilizational process very different from our .~
own, not only has a different appearance from other economies, _:
but is perceived by its practitioners to serve a different
purpose.
The Indigenous Gift Economy As our study and others have shown,
the traditional indigenous amazonian economy is essentially a
gift economy, that is, one based on the deferred exchange of
gifts. Each society enculturates in its young thé strong sense
of value and obligation to give away whatever material goods one
has on hand. At the sarne time, each member of society is taught
the equally strong moral imperative to receive what one is
offered, and thus to reéognize the relationship through the debt
created. As Mauss (Mauss 1990) has shown us, the very essence
of the gift economy, that which keeps the flow of goods moving
back and forth between giver and receiver, is the obligation to
reciprocate. The moral order obliges the receiver, the one who
is indebted, to make a return gift sometime in the future.
Self-interest is a motivating factor in the gift economy.
Generosity brings prestige and enhanced status to the giver: the
larger and more valuable the gift, the greater the social benefit
derived from the giving. Giving also brings returned gifts,
possibly of luxury items intensely desired by the recipient.
Both individual and collective exchange activities are also
motivated by the desire to establish strategic social relations
with other individuals or groups which can provide marriage
Indigenous Amazonia
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,.,,

partners,

or enhance

chances

Profit and the accumulation
in this economy of gifts.

of success
of wealth

in war or in politics.

are not motivating

factors

Exchange is carried out in both informal and formal contexts.
A
common form of informal exchange is the redistribution of food,
both raw and cooked, among domestic units within
based economic unit/settlement
or in some cases,
of the Napo,
group.

by the exchange

For example,

maíze garden

of labor within

the settlement

among the Jordão Kaxinawã,

in full production

from the local settlement

generously

the local kinlike the Quichua
the owner of a

invites

to share the f~esh maize,

well that when their gardens

are producing,

kinspeople
knowing

full

they will

reciprocate.
While helping to smooth out the otherwise uneven
food production schedules of different domestic units, these
exchanges
a local

affirm

the social

relations

among the domestic

units of

settlement.

Formal exchange takes many different forms among indigenous
amazonians, but the common denominator is the ritual context
which surrounds acts of formal giving.
Research by others
suggests that rnulti-ethnic trade areas once existed in many

Within each of these areas,
luxury and scarce items like salt, feathers, curare, and blowguns
circulated through the reciproca! mechanisms of the gift economy
and exchanged hands through ritualized acts of generosity.

different

parts of the basin4•

ln the context of the indigenous gift economy, the act of
exchange is more important than the goods which change hands.
Exchange is not about the accumulation of material wealth; it is
about cementing useful social bonds or alliances between the
giver and the receiver, oras the. case may be, between upstream
people and downstream people, between potential affines, or
between allied groups in a longstanding feud. Giving and
Indigenous Amazonia
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receiving in such a gift economy is about affirming bonds of
social solidarity.
The Moral Order and Social Solidarity All economic behavior is
guided by a society-wide moral arder which establishes values and
norms. Giving and receiving are part of this moral order. To
ensure that the gift economy functions, amazonian societies
developed cultural values which reinforce in each of their
members the importance of giving, receiving, and reciprocating.
Without such an internalized moral order which compels the
members of society, ·the gift economy would not work. No one
would feel any obl.igation to give away anything; and if they did,
the recipient would be under no obligation to receive the gift or'
to reciprocate.
Generosity became a central value in this moral system and
continues to be rewarded with increased prestige and high status.
On the other hand, indigenous amazonian society frowns on
selfishness, hoarding or accumulating material goods of any kind.
Members of a local settlement who behave in stingy ways, who hide
food or luxury items from view, receive silent scorn from the
rest; if such behavior continues the offenders may be cut out of
daily social life altogether.
The values of giving and receiving within the framework of the
gift economy determine how goods and services circulate within
and among indigenous settlements. Reinforced by the moral
authority of history as interpreted in myth, the moral order of
Amazonian societies regulates these and other important relationships to ensure the sustainability of human society with the
natural world. Despite the striking cultural diversity around
the Amazon, the basic elements of this moral order are widely
shared and understood among indigenous amazonian societies.

Indigenous Amazonia
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Reciprocity and the Marketplace
deterioration of the traditional
studies.

We can cite examples

There has been a noticeable
moral order in all of our case
from each case.

Huitoto

and Bora

hunters in the Ampiyacu (Peru) and Yukuna hunters living across
the river from La Pedrera (Colombia) ignore both. ritual taboos
and spiritual

limits as they consciously

overhunt

the local game

animals.
In many of the communities we studied, traditional
drinks made of maize or manioc, symbols of a household's
hospitality,r\
and generosity,are
community

·now commonly

gatherings

sold by enterprising

or the weekly

soccer.

women at

The reciproca!

community
members whose time is tied up producing for t~ .market; many
prefer to pay a fine to the community or si~ply u~e paid labor
rather than commit themselves to a labor exch~~.'
prestation

of labor has become a burden

for

JM:ilY

In those societies moving from the gift economy ia~o the market
economy, there is often confusion about which values and norms
are appropriate for managing economic life. Besides the general
deterioration of traditional values and beliefs, many indigenous
amazonians are confused about when these values are applicable
and when they are not. Do I allow my neighbor to take p~lm
leaves frorn my parcel to repair his roof or do I sell th~ to
him?
If someone ~n my household is sick, do I have any claim to
my brother's cattle for my emergency cash needs?
Do the moral
limits on taking from the natural world apply to products sold on
the market, like rubber or Sangre de Grado?
Is it acceptable for
the wornen of the kin group to produce for and actively sell
produce in the local market? Or is this exclusively a male role?
Who does cash income belong to within the domestic unit and how
should it be managed?
Every cultural system has ambiguity in it, but there usually are
Indigenous Amazonia
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judges

and arbiters

precedents,
curacas

who interpret

like the great

among the Huitoto

the moral dilemmas

norms,

"thinkers"

between

and Bora of the Ampiyacu.

increase,

is accentuated

success

amazonian

economy

are crucial

But today,

as

norms.

by the fundamental

Reciprocal

for success

incompatibility

participation

and those values

in the market place.

moderation

and the

the young seem to pay less attention

the values which guide successful

indigenous

and their

among the Makuna

to these elders and to the traditional
The ambiguity

values

in the

required

generosity

for

and

in the gift economy;

private

accumulation is required for success in the market economy.
The
indigenous economy: focuses on affirming and reproducing bonds of
social solidarity while the market economy thrives by satisfying
personal desires for greater
expense of others.
One way out of this dilemma

comfort

and wealth,

albeit

is for both value systems

at the

to coexist;

indigenousf~mazonians
of local subsistence

can learn to consciously separate the realm
with its values from
that of the market

economy.1

amazonians

Indigenous

that different
realms

values

of social

life.

long: term sustainable

should be encouraged

and behaviors

are appropriate

The indigenous
livelihood

economy

of indigenous

to recognize
for different

is crucial
amazonians;

for the
the

traditional, values ~re not only valid, but essential for its
functioning.
But participation in the market economy is also
important

providing

and initiative,

needed cash income;

are·crucial

for success

other values,
in this realm.

like saving
Both sets

of values may be valid, but they are appropriate for different
social contexts.
Urban dwellers have long used this strategy to
cope with the complex social situations they face, every day.
It
is a valid response to a growing complexity insocial
life.
Indigenous

amazonians

urgently

need to develop

a new moral order

Indigenous Amazonia
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that integrates
of their social

the market-oriented
economic life with the rest
life. Local communities, through their

representative
and new values

organizations need to sift through the traditional
and beliefs to decide which are useful for guiding

the ethical

decisions

of society

they want.

amazonians

must reflect

4. Consensus Building,

they need to make

for maintaining

the kind

The new moral order of the indigenous
these choices.

Collective Action and Common Property

The Need for Building Consensus

Each local community is a web of
social relations among relatively autonomous households. Each
household makes its. own decisions about how to satisfy its basic
needs. But the members of the broader social network also have
to make many important decisions affecting their lífe together:
for example, they have to plan and carry out collective actions
like building a school or clearing a landing strip; and they
have to defend community interests in their relations with
outsiders.
Rarely are collective actions taken unless all the members of the
local group are in agreement. The basic egalitarian values and
the respect for the autonomy of the other go hand in hand with
the general absence of a tradition of strong centralized
authority in indigenous amazonian society. Strong leaders appear
in moments of stress as war leaders oras messiahs; but their
power dissipates as the situation changes. ln many societies,
kin-defined groups h~ve headmen whose role as leader usually
combines ritual and· political functions. The headman's power,
however, is exercised through leadership skills and example,
rather than through force or coercion.
For that reason, negotiation among the autonomous households and
Indigenous Amazonia
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broad consensus are important principles in decision making at
the local level.
However, achieving that consensus in nonemergency situations normally takes time for issues to be raised
in whatever forums the society provides for reaching consensus
and requires leadership skills for negotiating agreements among
many different interests. If there is strong opposition within
the community, informal debates and negotiations may continue
within households, within the council of elders or within
community assemblies until agreement is reached either to move
forward or to drop the proposal.
When the community members are also co-owners, i.e. common
property holders, of land and resources, the task of consensus
building is even more urgent. The first step has to be the
common recognition of the importance of and need for mechanisms
for reaching broad consensus on rights and obligatíons regarding
the common property and norms for regulating them.
Once these
kinds of decisions are made they have to be implemented and
enforced. This calls for constructing some form of local
governrnent which puts into practice the group consensus,
enforces compliance with norms established. and can lead in
collective action or collectively-supported action. The process
of rnodern community formation has complicated this task.
The Traditional Settlement as the Self-Governing Economic Unit
Social organization in indigenous amazonia is based on kinship,
sex, age, and descent. Each society has its own model of social
organization based on a different combination of these factors.
Some societies are very similar in the way they organize their
social life; others are radically different. Rules for deciding
residency and marriage may be simple or complex, but they too
differ from society to society.
Despite the different patterns of social organization, the
Indigenous Amazonia
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domestic group who shares the hearth, that is, the husband-wife
team and their dependents, is the basic unit of production and
consurnption in every indigenous amazonian society. This group
works together to transform the natural world through gardening,
hunting, fishing and gathering and to provide the subsistence
basis for recreating themselves and their local society. This
group makes all the relevant decisions about what to produce, how
to produce it, and what to do with the production.
However, this domestic group is not the basic economic unit of
society; rather it is the local settlement, as a closely knit
association of interdependent and kin-related domestic units,
that acts together as an economic unit. The members of the
settlement may live under a common roof within the maloca like the
traditional Yukuna, Letuama, and Makuna of Colombia, each with a
separate living and cooking area, or they may live·in separate
houses a short distance from each other like the Quichua of
Ecuador.
This local settlement acts as an economic unit for two basic
reasons. On the one hand, all the domestic units together share
and manage the productive resources of their territory; no single
hearth group exercises private ownership rights over any part of
them. Within the norms of collective care given to the resources
of the economic unit, certain rights of each domestic unit are
also respected. For example, the households of a settlement
generally respect the exclusive usufruct rights of other
households for the areas they are cultivating, for former garden
sites in the regrowth cycle, and for claims to specific forest
products discovered by a household.
The settlement is the economic unit also because the production
from each domestic unit circulates among all the hearths within
the settlement through the norms of the gift economy. Food,
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especially,

is given away,

a settlement

received,

should go hungry:

and reciprocated.

No one in

the norms of redistributing

surplus production ensure that all domestic units have roughly
the food supplies they need.
ln this sense, the domestic unit
produces

not for itself,

but for the larger society

of the local

settlement.
The members of this economic unit ·understand that their long term
survival depends on collective management of productive resources
and on sharing

their production.

Collective Ideology and Community Formation
decades, pushed by an aggressive and violent

Over the past three
frontier,

most

indigenous amazoni~ns have had to reassemble their settlements
form some sort of legally recognized property-owning
group.
Community

values

movement

became

to defend

the basis

to

for the modern political

the lands and resources

of indigenous

amazonians. The generation of intellectuals, political activists,
and clergy that carne of age during the late 1960's and 1970's was
heavily influenced by ideals of social justice in the
universities
roots.

and by a world youth movement

Some members

societies

of that generation

a confirmation

egalitarian
orientation.

values

ln the Amazonian

for utopian

found in indigenous

of their belief

anda compatibility

looking

in community

and

with their socialist

countries.

idealistic

activists

from this generation were very influential in promoting the
community movement of indigenous amazonians (Smith 1994).
Beginning in the 1960's, indigenous peoples and their
organizations in western amazonia, often encouraged by
missionaries, anthropologists,
or political organizers, adopted
an essentially Andean form of collective ownership of lands and
resources under the name of community, comuna, or resguardo.
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ln some of these cases, the modern community
the traditional kin-based settlement, andas
traditional
majority

economic

of several

may have been allies
virulent

But it is our impression

of modern communities

regroupings
families,

unit.

economic

and some enemies,

They are

some of which

together with

or refugees

or the colonization

units,

with

that the

are a new sort of unit.

traditional

who may be survivors
epidemies

may correspond
such with the

"orphan"

of the rubber boom,

frontier5,

This is illustrated by the Parcialidad Yucuna composed people of
16 different ethnic origins, and the Native Community of
Pucaurquillo Bora made up of families of 9 different ethnic
backgrounds, all d~scended from refugees of the rubber boom.
Whereas the Quichua community of Mundayacu (Wray et al 1993)is
the product of the amalgamation of many different muntun (economic
units) pushed together by the colonization frontier, the
community of 24 de Mayo represents a new generation of
communities formed as the result of a Quichua process of
colonization. ln this latter case, individual families from many
different settlements colonized an area of forest alonga new
highway, and legalized their parcels in the form of a comuna,
ln all these cases, the notion of property rights and that of
community ownership of a common territory are new; the people
have had to assimilate these ideas and put them into practice in
the new context of national law and the market economy.
In
cases where the modern community does not coincide with the
traditional economic unit, there are often confusion and
ambiguity among community members over access to resources,
usufruct rights and property rights. In this process of
community formation, cultural change is slow and painful. The
growing conflicts among community members over rights to
resources and the pressure to parcel up the community lands,
especially in those areas under great pressure to produce for the
Indigen.c,us
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market, are testimdny to the incomplete assimilation of the
notion of community as property owner.
We can understand the difficulty of this transition if we
remember that it was the traditional economic unit - the kinbased settlement - which always shared and managed local
resources. However, in the majority of the modern communities,
i t is not this economic uni t wh ch now shares resources, but
rather a mixture of severa! economic units plus bits of others
that now have to establish a new understanding of resource
sharing. And to complicate matters even more, they have to doso
under the pressure to use community resources to produce a cash
incarne; the new understanding of resource sharing then is not
necessarily based entirely on traditional kin-based values, but
also on market-oriented needs.
í

In some cases, a multi-ethnic territory may not be viable, as
deep-rooted mistrust of one group by another may render consensus
building impossible and the territory becomes ungovernable. ln
each case, a fundamental consensus has to be reached among all
the owners agreeing that it is necessary to govern the area
together and well.

5.

Managing Resources for a Sustainable Livelihood

The New Indigenous Economy and its Impact on Community Resources
Most of the economic initiatives we looked at in our study,
whether for subsistence or cash needs, have an impact on the
natural resources found in and around the community settlements.
Many of these attempted to generate a cash income by extracting
or transforming some natural resource, giving little thought to
,'
the long terra affect on the resource used. The Shuar Federation
Cattle Project (Ecuador) encouraged Shuar families to clear
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forest lands for planting pasture:
~rt had a great impact on the ecology of the region by
deforesting large areas to convert them into pasture.
This activity was encouraged by the state's requirement
that [indigenous peoples] demonstrate an investment of
'work' in order to justify their possession bf the
land."6
The FECONA Crafts Marketing Project (Ampiyacu river, Peru)
encouraged the production and sale of hammocks and shoulder bags
made from the fibers of the chambira palm.
"The project should not be reactivated because the raw
material (chambira) is being used up without any thought
as to its conservation. There is no attempt to manage
this species so that [its reproduction] keeps up with
the level of exploitation; for that reason it tends to
disappear."'
The INDERENA Smoked Fish Project depended on the natural reserves
of catfish species found in the upper Amazon River near the
Colombian town of Leticia.
"The project foresaw marketing 12 tons of smoked fish a
year in Bogotá; that means it requires 34 tons of fresh
fish from the catfish family. There were no previous
studies on the capacity of this species to survive this
rate of exploitation, given that this species is
already over-fished for the Leticia market."f
The OPIP Craft Marketing Project (Pastaza, Ecuador) sold large
quantities of colorfully-painted wood carvings made by Quichua
from community stocks of balsa and canela wood.
"The production of wood carvings consumes a great deal
of balsa and canela wood; both species tend to
disappear from the areas of greatest production. There
Indigenous Amazonia
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is no plan for managing these resources."'
Even the marketing projects impact the local natural resources.
The increased possibilities for marketing bananas and manioc
opened up by the Volvo truck put into service by the Aguaruna
Huambiza Council's Economic Program (upper Marafion river, Peru)
resulted in an increase in the total area planted in bananas and
manioc in those communities with access to the truck's services.
The Chimane Jatata Marketing Project (Beni, Bolívia) attempted to
improve the price received by the Chimanes for each roofing panel
made from jatata palm leaves by organizing the cooperative
marketing of the product; in so doing, the Chimanes began
producing more roofing panels resulting in an increased
consumption of jatata palm.
As we learned in all five of our case studies, thé increased
1

desire for rnarket goods coupled with the market's fluctuating
demand for certain amazonian products has produced a series of
profound changes in indigenous amazonian societies. Several of
these changes, e.g. the increased rate of extraction and
production for the market and the combination of reduced mobility
and larger, more permanent settlements, have put enormous
pressure on the natural resource base of most indigenous
'
amazonian communities. We have seen extreme examples of this
process in the case of the quichua community of 24 de Mayo whose
members, assigned to relatively small family parcels, and engaged
in intensive production for the market, have deforested their
land ata rate of/x%Jover the past 20 years. At that rate, all
primary forest witr"á~sappear from the community before the end
of the decade.
\
'

\

Economic development which produces these kinds of results is not
viable. It may generate cash incarne in the short term, but it
generates greater poverty in the long term. ·An economic
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initiative is ecologically viable only when the resource base can
sustain the productive or extractive activity without serious
deterioration. ln other words, the sale of jatata roofing panels
is viable only when the reproduction of the jatata palms keeps
pace with their consumption.as raw material. Developing an
economy which is both cash producing and ecologically viable is
another of the great challenges now facing both the local
indigenous amazonian community and ·the global market economy.
Community Plans for Managing Common Resources ln most cases, the
territories presently titled as communities, comunas, and resguardos,
represent the finite extent of the resources the settlement can
count on to survive as a people into future generations. Some,
like the Colombian resguardos have ample reserves for the future;
others, like the community of Pucaurquillo Bora will be hard
pressed within the next generation. lt is essentíal and urgent
that the residents_and co-owners of all indigenous territories
think out together how they can manage their lands and the
resources found within them to assure the survival of the
community ih the future.
In its simplest form, a global management plan could be a zoning

of the territory, restricting or regulating the activities
carried out in each zone1º. For example, there could be the
following zones:
*
a zone set aside for human settlement together with small
scale slash-and-burn agriculture,
a zone for pasture if the local market makes cattle raising
*
a viable activity,
a zone for logging, or other commercially viable extractive
*
activities.
*
a zone for hunting and gathering for subsistence purposes,
*
a zone for conservation of endangered or particularly
valuable species of flora and fauna.
Indige11ousAmazonia
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The plan may detail how important species should be cared for and
used, perhaps preserving areas important for the reproduction of
certain animal species, imposing a ban on killing the females of
endangered species, or locating seed trees which should not be
cut down. The plan may earmark locations of strategic resources
like clays for pottery or palm trees for roofing materials or
salt licks for wild game and regulate their use.
The plan should state clearly.the agreed upon norms for community
tenancy and/or use rights within the different zones and should
also make clear how the plan is to be enforced: that is, who can
exercise authority or assign sanctions over those who do not
respect the management plan. At the sarne time it is very
important that the plan include a mechanism for monitoring the
use of the resources and the impact of that use on the stocks of
resources.
Each subsequent economic initiative based on a particular
resource or specie should develop a specific management plan for
the care and use of that resource; the specific plan must be in
concordance with the global plan. Extractive and. productive
activities which dependa single species for raw material can be
a threat to that species. Some species, like rubber and brazil
nuts, with careful management, can withstand that pressure.
However, in general,, the management plan should encourage a
diversification of activities and resources extracted.
Human Society and Nature: Learning from the Past A key element
in the success of a plan is the underlying moral order which
promotes a healthy relationship between humans and their natural
world.
Our study together with a great deal of anthropological
literature found that each indigenous amazonian culture in its
own way considered all parts of the natural world, including
human and spiritual beings, to be integrated into a single
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global system.
Underlying each cultural perception of this
global system is a common generative metaphor of symmetry and
balance11:
for the system to maintain equilibrium, each part of
that system must keep a balanced relation with all the other
components of the system.
From the traditional indigenous amazonian point of view,
reciprocity and moderation are the values which govern all
relationships in the global system. Humans should not take from
the system without giving in return; each hunter is expected to
make a ritual return for an animal killed. Greed. a behavior
often rewarded in the market economy, is severely reprimanded in
indigenous cultures; the cultural ethic says no one should take
more than he or she absolutely needs from the global system. The
hunter who overkills a species faces severe retribution, even
death, from the species genitor.
But humans need resources from the global system in order to
survive; and for that reason, they are in perpetua! debt to the
natural world. That sense of indebtedness weighs heavily in the
indigenous amazonian's relationship with the world around him; it
is a fundamental measure of moral control.
The desire for market goods has produced an erosion of this
spiritual and integrative moral order. Our research team
listened to Bora and Huitoto families living in the community of
Pucaurquillo Bora complain in 1992 about the disappearance of
game animals from their forests. To find large game animals like
the jabali, deer and the tapir, hunters had to walk five days
into the forest, and even then, it was now mostly a matter of
luck to find something. This was a common lament heard in each
household.
During the mid-1980's, the communities in this region experienced
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an economic boom. A growing tourist trade entered the lower
villages severa! times a week to buy handicrafts and to pay for
the privilege of seeing traditional dancing. And the Peruvian
governrnent established a branch of the Agrarian Bank in nearby
Pebas, at the mouth of the Ampiyacu river, to encourage the
production of jute for a government-owned sack factory on the
coast. The Agrarian Bank gave out credit to plant jute and
bougt1L up all the production at subsidized prices.
The acreagc
planted in jute along the Ampiyacu, as indeed along other
Amazonian tributaries, increased dramatically between 1985 and
1990.

The austerity measures introduced by the Fujimori government in
1990 lead to the closing of both the sack factory and the
Agrarian Bank. An entire crop of jute rotted. At the sarne time,
'
the cholera epidemie
. ,, and the Shining Path car bombs reduced the
flow of tourists to a trickle;
unsold handicrafts piled up in
the village. It was economic hard times again.
Since 1990, the only market which has expanded in the region is
that for game meat. With the other alternatives gone, the men
'.
rushed to the forest to hunt whatever animal was unfortunate
enough to get in the way of a shotgun; the choicest meat was sold
in Pebas to intermediaries for the Iquitos market. The high
price paid made the effort worth while. But the game disappeared
quickly.
Pushed to recognize what was happening, some men of the Ampiyacu
admitted that they ·were overhunting game stock in their area,
violating their own traditional norms against taking more than
they need for subsistence. And yet, fully aware of the
consequences of their own actions, they continued to both lament
the disappearance of wildlife species and hunt them to
extinction.
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Indigenous amazonians urgently need to reflect on the loss of
their traditional moral order and the consequences of that loss.
Our study recommends that as part of the planning process,
communities make a deliberate attempt to reconstruct an ethic for
managing their relations with the natural world based on
reciprocity, moderation and equilibrium.
The Need for Reliable Information ~nd Maps It is essential that
a management plan be based on precise information about the make
up of an indigenous territory.
A global management plan
requires the following kinds of information:
--a global picture of the physical make-up of the territory based
on surveys of vegetative cover, soils, topography, surface water
and current land use and illustrated graphically in small scale
maps;
--inventaries of renewable and non-renewable resources available
which may have value for either·subsistence and commercial use or
as reserves for biodiversity conservation:
--knowledge and understanding of the interaction of these
resources, their behavior, their reproduction, and the necessary
conditions to maintain healthy stocks of the resource;
--estimates of the resource needs to satisfy the subsistence base
of the community;
--estimates of sustainable harvest- or extraction rates of
specific commercially valuable resources based on an analysis of
their available stocks, their behavior, and the reproduction or
growth of the resource.
small territories, like the 1,987 hectares of Pucaurquillo
Bora, which were always managed by their owners, this would be
less of a problemas the members themselves likely have an
intimate knowledge of all their lands. On the other hand, in th~
larger territories, like the 300,000 hectare territorial claim in
Lomerío, Bolivia, each local settlement may be familiar with

For
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their local area, but no one is likely to have a global picture
of the whole area. ln fact, there are likely to be areas which
are known to no one.
In this case, it is most efficient to put
together ateam of technically trained field sp~cialists working
with local people to gather the necessary information and to
build a global picture from it.
Under a carbon offset grant from _the AES Energy Corporation,
Oxfam Arnerica and Woods Role Research Center have begun working
with local indigenous groups and NGOs to build a data base for
long range planning (Ross 1994).12 Information is gathered from
all available sources, including the local NGOs, government, oil
companies, doctoral theses and combined with field work. The
Oxfam-WHRC team is focused on producing a map of vegetation cover
types/land use by ground truthing a recent Landsat TMM image to
then produce a supervised classification using bands 3,4,and 5.
Other important spatial data such as the hydrographic system,
roads, village sites, soil types, physiography and property
boundaries are overlaid on the satellite image using Geographic
Information Systems computer technology13•
The overlay aids not
only in registering the image correctly, but also in locating
survey and transect sites for evaluating field data on vegetation
type and biomass. These vegetation maps together with the
systematization of other types of data using a GIS program to
demonstrate their spatial relationship, will provide the raw
material for making proposals and decisions on management plans
for these large areas of common property.

6.

Conclusion

Secure access to a wide variety of resources found within a
recognized and titled territory is the sine qua non for building a
sustainable livelihood for indigenous amazonians: but that is
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only the first step. Along with the right to and need for a
secure territory goes an obligation to resolve economic issues,
to manage the resources and to govern that territory well.
The contradiction of values between the indigenous amazonian
economy and the market economy has lead to a confusion within the
moral order of indigenous societies.
Bridging the cultural
breach between the two economies me~ns confronting the basic
dilemma: how best to enhance their long term personal interest
and security,
by accumulating personal wealth or by
strengthening the social bonds of mutual obligation and care. To
resolve this dilemma and build a sustainable livelihood,
indigenous amazonians must create a new guiding ethic for
economic behavior.
Common property raises many difficult issues of how to decide who
has access to what, and how common resources can be best used.
We pointed to the need to balance the interests of individuals,
domestic units and the collectivity which owns the territory.
This requires mechanisms for governing the territory allowing the
residents to resolve conflicts, reach agreements, and enforce
them.
Finally, the increased rate of extraction and production for the
market and the combination of reduced mobility and larger, more
permanent settlements, have put enormous pressure on the natural
resource base of most indigenous amazonian communities. It is
essential and urgent that the residents and co-owners of all
indigenous territories think out together how they can plan the
management of their lands and the resources found within them to
assure the survival of the community in the future.
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1.

The following paper is based on research conducted in 1992-93 by ateam of over twenty
researchers, half of whom are indigenous, worldng in five amazonian countries. The
research was·carried out jointly by Oxfam .America and COICA with five of its member
organizations. The research was coordinated by the Author and by Cesar e. Tapuy of COICA.
It was supported by grants from the Pew Charitable Trusts, the John D, and Catherine T.
MacArlhur Foundation, the Merc~ Fund, the Model Foundation, Oxfam J\I!lerica, oxfam UX and
Treland, and Action Aid, The publication of the results is being supported by IFAD and
the Ford Foundtion.

2.

These numnar s include the "amazonian" depart:ments oz states of :Solivia, Brazil, Colombia,
Ecuador, Peru, and venezuela. In the case of Peru, these figures exclude precisely those
"arnazonian" provinces (such as La Mar-Ayacucho, Chanchamayo-JUnin, oxapampa-Pasco, and
Pachitea-Ruanuco) which have received the greatest number of colonists during the past 3
ctecades. Butts and Bogue 1989, p 49.

3.

For urubichá, the average parcel size is 88 hectares, the average size land holding for
the surrounding non-Indian ranchers is 5,214 hectares (Lehrn et al 1993).

4.

For the Xingú, see Basso 1973; for the Vaupés, see Goldman 1963 and Rugh-Jones 1992; for
the Upper Ucayali, see Bodley 1973, Chevalier 1982 and Myers 1972; for the Alto Orinoco,
see Colson 1973, Thomas 1972 and Mansutti Rodriguez 1986.

5.

s difficult to estimate what percentage of modem communities, comunas,
etc correspond to traditional settlements and what percentage to a more
recent reassemblage of bits and pieces settlements. This is a matter for further
1nvest1gation.
rt

í

resguardos,

6.

Tt11s and the following quotas are taken from the team evaluation reports on the econo1R1c

proJects mentioned (Informe Final 1995).

7.

(Ibid)

8.

(Ibid,)

9.

( Ibid.)

10.

Por examples of initiatives in global or partial planning for resource and/or territorial
management among indigenous peoples in the Amazon Basin, see Benavides and Pariona 19951
Lazaro et al 1993, Lehm and Kudrenecky 1995, Shiguango et al 1993, Smith 1993, For a
theoretical discussion of the challenges of managing common property, see Brolllley and
Cernea

1989.

11.

see Re1chel-D0lmatof 1971 for a description of the moral order of the Desana, a people of
the colombian vaupes. See Rarrison 1969 for a similar view o! Andean culturas.

12,

These include the 300,000 hectare land claim made by the central Intercornunal del Oriente
Lomerio (CICOL) with technical support from APCO:S (Santa cruz, Bolivia), the 385,000
hectare Multi-Ethnic Indigenous Territory in the Chimanes forest represented by the
Government of the TIM, and the Sub-Central o! San Ignacio with technical support from
CIDDEBENI (Beni, BoliviaJ, and the 1.2 million hectare mosaic of native collllllunities,
conununal reserves, and conservation areas under the central of the Machiguenga and their
1ntercouununity federation COMARU, with technical support from CEDIA (lower Urubamba river,
Peru).

13.

For a ctiscussion of Geom.atics, that is the use o! GIS, satellite images, aerial
photography, and other aids in analyzing and rnanipulating images of the earth and in map
mala.ng, see V lB No 4 (Geomatics, Vlho Needs It?), Cultural survival Quarterly, 1995.
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